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ANTIQUE COLLECTIBLES
by Dale Seymour, and Ken Craig

Recently some bone chips have
surfaced with old west saloon names
hot stamped on them. One such chip
is stamped with with the name of
Wyatt Earp’s Dexter Saloon in Nome,
Alaska. A number of factors which
are unusual about these chips have
resulted in suspicions that the chips
are not authentic or maybe at best
they are commemorative chips like
other commemorative saloon ivories
made in the 1920’s. Consequently, we
are not assigning them a code or pro-
moting, them as antique gambling
chips. If the chips had been made of
ivory and not bone, we might have
placed them in the recent creation or
commemorative category. We have
not coded any bone chips.

When chips are promoted as rare
and authentic, it is wise to do some
serious investigating and extensive

communicating with long
time collectors. When
one thinks he’s come
upon a rare find, there is
a risk in telling several
others about it. He might
lose the deal, but h could
also get taken. Cavaet
Emptor. As collectors, we
need to pass the word and
discourage counterfeiting
whenever we can.

In a previous article
we featured several card-
board chip boxes from
various chip manufactur-
ers and distributors. Some
collectors value these
boxes as well as the chips
they hold.

Robert Eisenstadt
(NY) has a rare wooden
chip box which is to be
envied. It is shown here
and was the container for
clay chips, Tiger Head
(PB-TZ). This box proba-
bly cost the US Playing
Card Co. more to manu-
facture than the chips it held. Possibly
why they went to cardboard as a
solution.

New finds by collectors are shown
on the following two pages. Thanks
to Eisenstadt, Ralph Strandwold
(CA), Jim Myers (OH), Rich Hanover
(NJ) and Harry McNear (Ml) for
sending in there recent finds. 

Send new chip finds to:
Dale Seymour,
11170 Mora Drive,
Los Altos, CA 94024
seymourdg@aol.com
or
Ken Craig,
3927-H Waring Road,
Oceanside, CA 92056
drkenny@home.com
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New Ivory Codes & Improved Graphics
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New Clay Poker Chips

Examples of recently found chips. Personalized clay chips are not coded.

New Ivory Codes & Improved Graphics


